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Aims 

1. Generating awareness on the importance of learning safety rules on 

road. 

2. Ensure that life is safe when on road. 

3. Motivating students to follow road safety rules. 

 

Objectives 

1. To teach the technicalities of driving and maintaining two-wheelers. 

2. To provide practical experience to the riders. 

3. Inspiring students to wear helmets while driving two wheelers. 
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Female Safety Riding campaign 

Traffic Awareness and Road Safety Society, in collaboration with Chandigarh Traffic 

Police and Honda Pvt. Ltdorganized a Female safety riding workshop on 19th September, 

2017 at Children Traffic Park, Sector 23, Chandigarh. 42student members of the society 

visited the park along with the teacher in-charges and learnt thenuances of riding two-

wheelers. Guidance on daily inspection, acceleration, correct braking,importanceof    

helmet,ridinggearandridingposture,standon/off practice were part of the training program. 

 

Guidance on stand on/off & safety measures 
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Road Safety Awareness Programme 

The Traffic Awareness and Road Safety Society organized a Road Safety Awareness 

Programme on 3rdFebruary,2018for sensitizing the students to follow Traffic rules under 

the guidance of Principal Prof. AnitaKaushal. 

The speakers Inspector Sita Devi, Head constable Mr. Rajinder, Marshal Mr. Diwan and 

Mr. Bhupinder Singh from Chandigarh Traffic Police highlighted the importance of road 

safety. Inspector Sita Devi shared efforts done by Chandigarh Traffic Police to control 

accidents andpersuaded students to wear helmets. She informed about Helplines 100, 1091 

and 1073 andinformed them that if they are alone late night and no cab is available then 

also they can takehelp of the PCR in which there will be one lady police at least. She also 

stressed that weshould make Chandigarh a honking free city. Head constable Mr. Rajinder 

also conducted a session on Road Safety. This was followed bya talk by Marshal Mr. 

Diwan and Mr. Bhupinder Singh engaged the students and expressedconcern through 

songs to motivate the students to follow traffic rules. An interactive session was also held 

and five students were awarded trophies for answering questions asked by them. 

 

                       

     

Presentation on Road Safety by Chandigarh Traffic Police 
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Outcome 

Road safety is an important aspect of our lives especially when one is driving a car or riding a two-

wheeler. It is necessary to impart knowledge of riding to young students who get careless at times 

endangering others life also at risk. If everyone follows the traffic rules there is certainty that to a 

large extent that road accidents can be reduced. Hence, the students should be trained regularly to 

ride and drive safely. 


